Dear Friends of Lantuun Dohio,

Thank you for being part of the network of individuals and organizations who are working with us to end child abuse and human trafficking. The Lantuun Dohio community is growing and your generous support has been invaluable. The impact and value of any work is determined by the results it has achieved over a period of time. Two thousand and eighteen has been a highly valuable and productive year full of accomplishments for our organization. To name a few highlights:

We have been successfully operating Magic Mongolia Child Protection and Development Center that we built in 2017. Since the center does not receive any financial assistance from the government of Mongolia, Lantuun Dohio’s board members from Mongolia and the U.S. traveled through 9 U.S. cities from west to east coast for 3 weeks hosting information sessions and meetings. Thankfully, a large number of people signed up as monthly donors to cover the operating costs of the center.

Another big event of 2018 was the announcement of Energy Resource LLC’s donation of $290,000 to Lantuun Dohio for the development of Magic Mongolia 2 Center. Although in Mongolia the legal setting to receive tax deductions for supporting charitable causes is nonexistent for businesses and enterprises, this was a grand gesture of trust in our organization to replicate the successful Magic Mongolia Center model of strengthening communities all over the nation. I am confident that we will develop Magic Mongolia 2, 3, 4 and will continue to spread magic not just in Mongolia, but all over the world. This year we have the big challenge of building the Magic Mongolia 2 center ahead of us!

Also this year, Lantuun Dohio’s founder Ganjavkhlan Chadraabal received the 2018 JCI Ten Outstanding Young Persons (TOYP) of the World Award. TOYP of the World Award is given to ten young leaders from all over the world, who are bringing positive changes and social impact to their communities. Since 1952, many famous people received this award such as Jackie Chan, Orson Welles, Howard Hughes, Nelson Rockefeller, John F. Kennedy, Henry Kissinger, Gerald Ford, and Benigno Aquino. This award is an acknowledgment and recognition of the unflinching dedication and hard work of the young Lantuun Dohio founders and volunteers.

Lantuun Dohio USA members have been working hard to collaborate and learn best practices from fellow organizations that are working to stop human trafficking and violence against vulnerable groups. Although it is hard to believe, 100% of our work is completed on a voluntary basis.

Finally, we have been organizing community outreach educational workshops to prevent human trafficking and violence, as well as conducting surveys among the less privileged children through the Magic Bag campaign for the 5th consecutive year. With your support and partnership, we are confident that we can create violence-free, happy, and safe communities all over the world. Lantuun Dohio team wishes you happy and healthy year!

DELGERTSOGT MANALJAV
Chief Executive Officer
Tsogo@lantuundohio.org
Lantuun Dohio's mission is to eradicate human trafficking and protect children from violence, neglect, abuse, and exploitation in Mongolia and around the world.
WHY was LANTUUN DOHIO ESTABLISHED?

In 2012 after meeting with a father of a human-trafficking victim, our founder, Ganjavkhlan Chadraabal (Jack) was shocked to find out that human trafficking existed in Mongolia, and he became determined to fight against human trafficking by bringing public awareness to this hidden social issue.

Despite of denials Lantuun Dohio uncovered that human trafficking and forced prostitution are prevalent in Mongolia through its investigations since 2013. According to the 2017 Trafficking in Persons Report from the U.S. Department of State, Mongolia is a source, transition, and destination country. In 2015, Lantuun Dohio went undercover in Er Liang, China, a border city, and found out that about 250-300 Mongolian women work as sex workers in Er Liang city on any given day. Many of them are 14-17 year old minors. During the Chinese holiday season, this number increases from 800 to 1000.

Involving men: Lantuun Dohio found out through its research that about 90% of the perpetrators of human trafficking, domestic violence and child abuse are men and about 90% of the organizations that fight against these issues are led by women. We have realized this imbalance and believes that men need to show their support in protecting women and children from human trafficking. Therefore, Ganjavkhlan led a group of men and founded Lantuun Dohio NGO in Mongolia.

Starting the change from a young age: We believe that a child who grows up in a loving and caring environment is less susceptible to become a victim of human trafficking and/or become an abuser. Therefore, our main approach is to work with children in vulnerable areas from a young age and engrave self-worth and respect in their minds.

Although the Mongolian government has adopted and passed many laws on domestic violence, children’s rights, and child protection issues, the enforcement and effectiveness of these laws are not satisfactory. According to the General Prosecutor’s office, between 2015 and 2016 about 298 children were sexually assaulted. Approximately 48% of those victims were assaulted by their family members or relatives. Open Your Eyes Campaign started because violence against girls had reached a tragic level.

Lantuun Dohio understands that social issues are problem is complex; hence it requires a holistic and layered approach and have to include all stakeholders from individual, to family, community, and institutional levels.
Our approach focuses on prevention, education, and advocacy.

Within this approach, we aim to make positive changes at both the individual and family levels through direct social services, education, and public awareness programs. Building on the increased public awareness and mass attention to the causes, Lantuun Dohio organizes social movement to change the social norm regarding human trafficking, child abuse, and domestic violence cases. Lantuun Dohio advocates for a better legal environment for protection of victims, preventative actions, rehabilitation services, accountability for perpetrators, and access to both effective civil and criminal remedies.

Through Prevention Projects
Through Education
Through Advocacy
We accomplish our approach THROUGH PREVENTION PROJECTS.

The transportation of Magic Mongolia Center travels **125 miles** everyday for educational purposes.

As of April 25th, there are 20 children in Magic Mongolia Child Protection Center, of which 12 are female and 8 are male.

Every child on average received **168 hours** of class time.

The number of days every child spent at the Child Protection Center reached **4516**.

The longest a child stayed at the Protection Center is **201 days** and the shortest is **1 day**.

Once a week one-on-one counseling services is provided for the children by licensed professionals at the Protection Center.

In April, **122 people** applied for a library card, and there are currently **216 readers**.

90% of our library readers are **students** from the nearby schools, while the rest are parents.

Our Child Protection Center welcomed the **81st** child.

These are the districts from which the children came from:
- **Bagakhangai**: 1 Songino Khairkhan: 45
- **Sukhbaatar**: 8 Chingeltei: 17
- **Bayanzurkh**: 4 Bayangol: 6

There are **45 children** who consistently visit the library, and other readers take books home.
HE for SHE

Lantuun Dohio USA board member, Azjargal Tsogtsaikhan had the honor and privilege to be the host for the HeForShe Mongolia launch event organized by UN Women, UNFPA Mongolia, Australian Embassy in Mongolia, and the Parliament of Mongolia. Mongolian is the seventh language featured on www.Heforshe.org. Ms. Elizabeth Nyamayaro, the senior advisor to Under-Secretary-General and Executive Director for UN Women started the movement. #HeforShe movement is the brainchild of Ms Nyamayaro. Emma Watson is the Goodwill Ambassador for the movement; however, she couldn’t make it to Mongolia due to a scheduling conflict. The audience of the event was diverse gender and age wise. Ms Naomi Kitahara, UNFPA Representative and Chair of the UN Theme Group on Gender shared her experience as a Japanese woman overcoming many barriers. Lantuun Dohio is extremely grateful that the Australian Ambassador worked hard for the people of Mongolia and launched this education program for the young generation. Parliament member A. Undraa spearheaded the movement and urged more women to run for office. Lantuun Dohio’s Men Against Violence club officially committed to be advocates for HeForShe project in Mongolia.

Open Your Eyes
(case closed 13 year old)

The case of a 13 years old girl “M” who was gang raped and brutally killed by 2 young men shocked and devastated Mongolia. It was one of many recent high profile violent cases involving children in Mongolia. The victim was found dead in Ochir Tuv motel room on August 23, 2017. Lantuun Dohio actively advocated for fair and uncorrupt prosecution process throughout the trial. The journey to justice was lengthy as the prosecutor for the case was changed multiple times and the process took over a year and three months. The perpetrators, M. Amarbold and D. Javkhlan, were sentenced to life imprisonment on August 23, 2018. Although the court ruled for the maximum penalty under Mongolian law, which Lantuun Dohio and other Civil Society Organizations applaud, there is always a possibility of pardon or parole in the future. More importantly, Ochir Tuv motel, which was referred to as the Death Barn by media throughout the case, is still in operation despite being complicit in victim “M” ’s murder by allowing two adults to check-in with an underage girl without checking for proper identification and calling authorities. Lantuun Dohio has been campaigning for stricter regulations for motels that would require them to check and record identification to prevent minors from entering and to be held accountable for incidents that occur on their premises. We will continue to campaign for better regulations and hoping to make a change in policy this coming year in the honor of victim “M”.

THROUGH ADVOCACY

We accomplish our approach THROUGH ADVOCACY
“NO means NO”
The country of Kenya is one of many countries that are effectively fighting to eradicate rape and violence against women and girls with the help of “NO Means NO Worldwide” program’s dual gender education program (51% decline in incidences of rape, 73% of boys of intervening to prevent assault). Lantuun Dohio USA team reached out to the “No Means No Worldwide” project implementers to collaborate and start the dialogue about introducing the curriculum in Mongolia. After unsuccessful attempts to connect, our team finally visited their office in San Francisco. We obtained their “Girls 90 minute Verbal Defense Class” material which we translated into Mongolian. We are excited to conduct pilot workshops in 2019.

Awareness Training for high school and college students in remote areas of Mongolia

In 2016, Lantuun Dohio founder Ganjavkhlan started a campaign called New Student. The goal of the campaign is to educate new college students arriving from rural areas to the capital city about human trafficking and sexual violence. Many young students, who are new to the city are lured by advertisements offering scholarships or summer job opportunities abroad, without realizing the malicious intent behind these advertisements. In 2018, the “New Student” campaign reached 800 students from 4 universities in 8 campuses and taught them ways to identify and prevent from human trafficking and cybercrime.

“One Information and One Life” training started to raise awareness about types of human trafficking, their modus operandi, and ways to prevent from them. The training targets high school and college freshmen/sophomore students in rural areas. This year, the training reached more than 500 youth in two rural provinces - Tuv and Dundgovi aimags.
The Magic Bag 2018-2019 campaign was successfully held throughout December of 2018 – for the 4th year in a row. The preparation of the Magic Bag project started in early November. During the campaign, which lasted 4 days, about 17-19 teams and a total of 150 volunteers distributed gifts to children in the most disadvantaged areas of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. Our Santa Clauses and Snow Girls gave gifts to more than 2,000 households and 8,300 children.

We surveyed 2,139 people from 497 households, and 1,405 of them were children.

Based on household employment situation:

Out of 734 working age people, 215 were unemployed.

86 retired, and 44 either sick or with disability.

In 2018, the national unemployment rate was 7.5%. From the survey, there were 85 unemployed working age people; the equivalent of 11.6% unemployment rate (which is 4% higher than the national unemployment rate).
Magic Mongolia Child Protection and Development Center was built through grassroots support of many people. Two years ago, the Magic Mongolia Project was just an idea. Our founder Ganjavkhan Chadraabal and President Delgertsogt Manaljav cultivated support in five U.S. cities by meeting with Mongolian Communities in each city. They signed-up Magic Brothers and Sisters, who pledged to support the Magic Mongolia Child Protection and Development Center. During the multi-city trip, Ganjavkhan and Delgertsogt received pledges from 120 Magic supporters to donate $1 a day for a monthly total of $30. In 2017, the highly anticipated Magic Mongolia Child Protection and Development Center was successfully built and became operational in one of the most polluted, crime ridden, and poorest areas of Ulaanbaatar, Bayankhoshuu. In the first quarter of 2018, the center employed more than 20 full-time employees and served more than 70 children, directly and indirectly reaching 2000 children in the area. At its full capacity, the center has a monthly operating cost of 30 million Mongolian Tugriks, which is about $14,000 a month. This year, it was time to visit those who pledged and supported, while reporting the impact of the project.

Four of the Lantuun Dohio’s board members from Mongolia: Ganjavkhan Chadraabal, Telmen Buyannemekh, Misheel Odbayar, and Batbileg Basandorj, came to the United States to present the Magic Mongolia Project. Lantuun Dohio USA and board members from Mongolia planned this trip to meet with the Magic Mongolia supporters and Mongolian communities. The team drove over 4000 miles in a packed van across the country and visited Seattle, Sacramento, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Denver, Chicago, New York, Washington DC and met with more than one thousand Mongolians in 18 meet and greets. They recruited 330 people to become Magic Brothers and Sisters. Our supporters included not only Mongolians, but diverse groups of people. During the meet and greets, we presented how Lantuun Dohio non-profit originated, why Magic Mongolia project was needed in Mongolia, how it is making a difference, and how people can contribute. These meet and greets were also informational in nature and eye-opening to those who have not been to Mongolia for many years. With the help of Magic Brothers and Sisters, Magic Mongolia Center can continue operating and show that a comprehensive Child Protection and Development Center needs to be built in each district of Ulaanbaatar, in each province of Mongolia.
In January of 2018, talented Mongolian children performed traditional Mongolian music and dance at the Kenmore Middle School in Arlington, VA. The children were students from various performing arts schools in the Northern Virginia area, including Anura Music, Sara Voce Studio, Flawless Contortion Studio, and Mongol Bujigiin Tsomorlig group. All of the proceeds went to Lantuun Dohio non-profit and its causes.

Lantuun Dohio team had the wonderful opportunity to tell our story to the Google employees in Mountain View, CA during the Giving Week. This opportunity was possible thanks to Mongolian Googlers, Battulga, Iveel Tsogsuren and Khasan Bold. It is great to see young Mongolians being advocates of child protection and contributing to the crucial mission.
On November 4th 2018, Lantuun Dohio in collaboration with George Hacks, an interdisciplinary student organization working to create an innovative and entrepreneurial environment for George Washington University students, organized the first ever George Hacks hackathon dedicated to social issues. The two organizations united around the idea that students do not have to be STEM majors to tackle complex social issues such as human trafficking and child abuse. Seven pitches designed to spark interests of students from diverse fields were announced and for two weeks students formulated and tested their solutions. The pitches were based on real life problems faced by Lantuun Dohio. On the day of hackathon, 7 student teams presented their ideas in front of Lantuun Dohio board members. The topics presented by the teams ranged from an effective branding to a hydrophobic nano-coating paired with compressed air as a more efficient way of cleaning solar panels of the Magic Mongolia Child Development and Protection Center. The hackathon had a grand total of $3,000 prize for the top three teams, thanks to the generous George Hacks sponsors. The dedication and ingenuity of the students were remarkable and Lantuun Dohio left the hackathon with well formulated, tangible solution ideas.
On November 10th, 2018 Lantuun Dohio USA successfully hosted its first ever annual appreciation events for its Washington DC and Bay area Magic Brothers and Magic Sisters. Around 90 Magic Brothers and Magic Sisters attended the events, which was full of gratitude, community spirit, food, and laughter. The main purpose of these events was to acknowledge and celebrate the wonderful magical supporters. Thanks to these supporters, Magic Mongolia enrolled 169 vulnerable children in its child development and protection center since opening its doors. The events also had an informative purpose, helping supporters understand the impact of their donations in ensuring stable operation of Magic Mongolia Center. While the Bay area event started with traditional Morin Huur melody, the DC event ended with a competitive quiz game. Lantuun Dohio’s founder and board members connected with supporters through live chat from Mongolia. Lantuun Dohio USA is planning to host these appreciation events every year with a hope that the number of magic supporters will grow annually.
Melbourne-based Mongolian artist Khosnaran Kurelbaatar, aka Heesco, known for his large-scale murals, opened his first solo exhibition of paintings and installations, called “Sky Burial” on November 22, 2018 at VS Gallery. Heesco’s deep love for his homeland and concern for the wellbeing of Mongolian children often inspire his work. Air pollution and violence are top causes of mortality for children in Mongolia. A limited edition art print was produced as part of the exhibition, as well as a special screening of documentary: “Heesco - Homeland Mongolia” (location to be announced shortly) with proceeds going towards supporting Lantuun Dohio. Lantuun Dohio is extremely grateful for Heesco’s initiative and Mongolian student volunteers’ work to raise awareness for Lantuun Dohio.
Financial Activities 2018

- Corporate Contributions: $19,249
- Individual Contributions: $149,632
- Other Contributions: $6,511
- Fundraising Income: $10,411
- In-Kind Contribution: $2,100
- Interest Income: $464

Total Revenue: $188,367

- Grants: $79,000
- Bank/Online Merchant Fees: $3,386
- Other Expenditures: $20,763

Total Expenditures: $103,149

Net Revenue: $85,218

“Above financial information and disclosures are extracts from unaudited financial statements.”
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